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Abstract 
Chernyak, A.A. and Z.A. Chernyak, Split dimension of graphs, Discrete Mathematics 89 
(1991) l-6. 
The problem of graph split covers is studied in this paper. The split dimension sp(G) of a graph 
G is called the minimum number of split subgraphs of G covering its edges. The main result of 
the paper is that the problem of finding sp(G) is NP-hard even when restricted to bipartite 
graphs. The NP-completeness of recognizing graphs with split dimension not exceeding any 
fixed k 2 3 is also proved. For k = 2 this decision problem is shown to be settled in polynomial 
time. 
In [l] the threshold dimension t(G) of a graph G has been introduced and 
defined as the minimum number of threshold subgraphs of G covering its edges. 
The NP-hardness of the problem of finding t(G) for graphs containing no 
triangles has been proved there. Lately it has been shown [8] that it is 
NP-complete to determine if the threshold dimension of a graph is at most k for 
any fixed k 33. For k = 2 the problem remains open [5]. Note also since 
threshold graphs without triangles must be stars K1,,, the problem of finding t(G) 
for bipartite graphs is equivalent to one of determining the vertex cover numbers 
of these graphs. 
The problem of graph split covers is studied in this paper (as well known [l], 
threshold graphs are split ones). The split dimension sp(G) of a graph G as 
minimum number of split subgraphs of G covering its edges is defined. The main 
result of the paper is that the problem of finding sp(G) is NP-hard even when 
restricted to bipartite graphs. (It is interesting to compare this result with one 
mentioned above concerning polynomial-time determination of t(G) for bipartite 
graphs.) The NP-completeness of recognizing graphs with split dimension not 
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exceeding any fixed k 2 3 is also proved. For k = 2 this decision problem is shown 
to be settled in polynomial time. 
Notation. VG and EG are the sets of vertices and edges of a graph G; for 
U c_ VG G(U) is the induced subgraph of G; N&u) is the set of vertices of a 
graph G adjacent to V; N,(U)=U,,, NG(u); a(G) is the vertex cover number 
of a graph G, i.e., the size of the smallest vertex subset being incident to all edges 
of G; /3(G) is the stability number of a graph G, i.e., the size of the largest stable 
set of G. 
Notation i = 1, r is equivalent to i = 1, 2, . . . , r. 
A graph G is called a split one if there is a partition VG = A U B such that 
G(A) is a complete graph and G(B) is an edgeless one [3], A and B being the top 
and the bottom parts of G, respectively. A split graph with fixed parts A and B 
will be denoted by G[A, B]. The set of split graphs contains so called giap-graphs 
[6] shown in Fig. 1 (C or D may be empty). Precisely speaking, a giap-graph is a 
connected graph G[A, B] with (A( = 2 and having no triangles. 
For a graph G a set of split graphs {Gi: i = G} with the property EG = EGI U 
* . * U EC,, EGi #tB, i = G, will be called a split cover of cardinality t. The 
graphs G, will be called components of the split cover. The split dimension sp(G) 
of G is the least cardinality of split covers of G. The split covers having the 
cardinality sp(G) are called optimal ones. 
Denote by SPLIT the following decision problem. 
Instance: A graph G and an integer k. 
Question: Is it a truth that sp(G) c k? 
If k is fixed the corresponding decision problem will be denoted by SPLIT(k). 
Theorem 1. The decision problem SPLIT is NP-complete even when restricted to 
bipartite graphs. 
Proof. The fact that the decision problem SPLIT is in NP easily follows from 
existing the polynomial-time algorithm of recognizing split graphs [4]. 
c 23 
Fig. 1. 
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Fig. 2. 
The following NP-complete decision problem [2] is known. 
Instance: A graph H and an integer s. 
Question: Is it a truth that a(H) ss? 
We transform this problem to the decision one SPLIT restricted to bipartite 
graphs. 
Let VH = {vl, . . . , u,}, EH = {e,, . . . , e,}. Subdivide each edge ek = UiVj by 
three new vertices ski, bk, akj of degree 2. Then for every 1 C k s m add a 
pendant vertex wk making it to be adjacent to bk. For every 1 s r C IZ attach the 
chain v,, x,, y,, z, of length 3 to a vertex v, (see Fig. 2). The graph obtained in the 
result is denoted by G. Since all cycles in G are even the graph G is bipartite. 
Now the theorem will be proved if we show that 
sp(G) = n + m + w(H). 
Let A E VH be a vertex cover of H and IAl = LX(H). For the sake of 
convenience we make the convention to denote by [u,, u2] a subgraph of G being 
a giap-graph and having the form as follows: 
Gj[{ul, UZ), (NG(~~)U%(~Z))\{~I, UZ)]. 
Associate with each vertex v, of H the set Pr of giap-graphs which is defined as 
follows: 
p,’ {[ 
1 
v,, ~1, [Y,, G]>, if v, E A 
{[xr, Yrl), if v, $A. 
Associate with each edge of H the one-element set R, of giap-graphs which is 
defined as follows: 
Rk=([b 
k9 %j], if Vj 4 A, 
[b k, a,& if Vj EA. 
It is immediately checked that each edge of the graph G belongs to at least one 
of the giap-graphs from the set T = (U:=, Pr) U (U&1 Rk). It implies that T is the 
set of components of a split cover of G. It follows that 
sp(G)=Z(TI=m+2IAl+n-IAl=m+n+a(H). 
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Suppose now that P is the set of components of a optimal split cover of G, i.e., 
jP[ = sp(G). Since G a bipartite graph all split components of its split cover must 
be giap-graphs. Without loss of generality we consider all giap-graphs, being 
subgraphs of G, to be given with fixed top and bottom parts and to be of the form 
[ur, 4, where ul, u2 are some vertices of G. 
Suppose that there are some graphs G1, G2 in P the top parts of which have a 
common vertex from the set B = {b,, . . . , b,}, say t+, where ek = uiuj. If 
G1 = [bkr w,J then P\ {G,} consists of all components of a split cover of G, 
contradicting the choice of P. Hence G, = [bk, ski], G, = [bk, ski]. By similar 
reasoning [Ukj, Vi] $ P. Now transform the set P into P’ as follows: 
P’ = (P\{G,]) U {[Q,, ql>. 
Obviously, by finite number of those transformations we can result in a set R 
consisting of components of a split cover of G no pair of which has the top parts 
with any common vertices from B. 
Define RI, RZ, R, as the subsets of graphs of R the top parts of which contain, 
respectively, vertices from { y,, . . . , m}, {b, , . . . , b,}, {vl, . . . , v,}. 
Obviously, RI, R2, R3 are pair-wise non-intersecting. Moreover JR11 2 II, IRzJ 2 m 
since otherwise at least one edge of the set {bkwk, YiZi: i = 1, IZ, k = l,m} will 
remain uncovered. Denote by u the subset of {vl, . . . , v,} each of them belongs 
to the top part of some graph of R3. From the definition of G follows that 
I UI s (R,I. Suppose now that ZJ is not a vertex cover of H. Then there is an edge 
uiuj of H such that ui, ‘Uj $ U. Since zli $ U then [vi, U] $ R for every vertex u of 
No(q). It follows that [bk, ski] E R. By similar reasoning [bk, akj] E R, 
contradicting the definition of R. Thus, U is a vertex cover of H and hence 
sp(G) = (RI = [RI1 + JR21 + IR31 = n + m + IUI = n + m + a(H). 
The theorem is proved. 0 
Corollary 1. The problem of finding the split dimension of bipartite graphs is 
NP-hard. 
Theorem 2. Let k be fixed and k 3 3. Then the decision problem SPLIT(k) i.s 
NP-complete. 
Proof. The following NP-complete decision problem is known [2]. 
Instance: A graph H. 
Question: Is it a truth that cl(H) c k where k is fixed and k 2 3, cl(H) is the 
smallest r such that there is a partition VH = VI U * . . U V, with complete induced 
subgraphs H(K), i = 1, r. 
We transform this problem to the decision one SPLIT(k). 
Define a graph G as follows: 
VG=VHUU, EG = EH U {upi: i = 1, n}, 
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where VH= {vl,. . . , v,}, U= {u,, . . . , u,}. The theorem will be proved if we 
show that sp(G) = cl(H). 
First suppose that VH = UIzl Ci is a partition where r = cl(H), H(C,), i = 1, r, 
are complete graphs. Let 
i-l 
Ai = Ci, Bi = ,‘I Cj U (NG(Ci) n U)* ( > 
N$v define the split graph Hi[Ai, Bi] as a subgraph of G having the set of edges 
uw E EC such that u E Ai, w E Ai U Bi. Obviously, the set {Hi: i = 1, r} is a split 
cover of G, i.e., sp(G) < cl(H). 
Conversely, let the set {Gi: i = 1, t} be the optimal split cover of G, t = sp(G), 
Gi = Gi[Ai, Bi], i = ct. Without loss of generality we consider the graphs Gi to 
have no isolated vertices. 
If for some i U fl Ai # 0 then 1 U n Ail = 1, U O Ai = {v,} for some vertex ~~ of 
VH. Therefore either Ai = {Uj, vi} or Ai = {Uj}, Bi = {vi}. In all cases Gi admits 
the re-definition of its top and bottom parts as follows: 
Af= {vi}, Bl= (Ai U Bi)\{vj}. 
So assuming Ci =Ai, Di = Bi whenever Ai fl U = 0 and Ci = Af, Di = B/ 
whenever Ai rl U #0 we have the optimal split cover {G,[C,, Di]: i =ct} of the 
graph G with the property C = l_Jzl Ci c VH. If the set VH\C contained a 
vertex vk the edge u&r+ would be uncovered. It follows C = VH. Hence, assuming 
~=Ci\(U~r: Cj), i = G, we have: H(v), i = 1, t, are complete graphs, and 
VH = UjE1 Cj is the partition, i.e., cl(H) < sp(G). The theorem is proved. Cl 
Corollary 2. The problem of recognizing graphs with split dimension not 
exceeding 3 is NP-complete. 
Remark 1. The decision problem SPLIT(k) is easily seen to be settled in 
polynomial time when restricted to bipartite graphs. 
Theorem 3. The decision problem SPLIT(2) is solvable in polynomial time. 
Proof. Let G be a graph with sp(G)c2 and IVGJ =n. Let {G,[A,, B,], 
G,[A,, B,]} be the split cover of G with the value IAl UAz( as small as possible. 
Obviously, G(B) is edgeless where B = VG\A, A =A1 UAt. Now estimate the 
number m of all maximal stable sets of vertices of G. From the form of the split 
cover of G we deduce the following relations concerning an arbitrary maximal 
stable set W of G: 
IWf7AIS2; 
if WOA=0then W=B; 
if W nA = {v} then W = {v} U (B\N,(v)); 
if WnA={v,,v,} then ViEA;, i=1,2, W={V~,V~}U(B\(N~(V~)U 
k(Q))). 
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It follows that IB] a /3(G) - 1 and 
ms(;)+(;)d. (1) 
Now we show that sp(G) c 2 if and only if G contains the subset U of vertices 
satisfying the following collection (*) of properties: lJ is a maximal stable set of 
vertices of G, 1 UI 2 P(G) - 1 and the graph being the complement of G(VG \ U) 
is bipartite. 
Indeed, if sp(G) < 2 then the set B may be taken by way of U since B is the 
maximal stable set of vertices according to the choice of the split cover of G. 
Conversely, let U be a set of vertices of G satisfying the collection (*). Let 
Al, A2 be arbitrary stable sets of vertices of the graph being the complement of 
G(VG \ U) such that Al U A2 = VG\ U, Al fl A2 = 0. Define Gi as the subgraph of 
G of which all the edges are precisely the ones of G which have at least one 
endvertex belonging to Ai, i = 1, 2. So the set {G,, G2} is the split cover of G, 
i.e. sp(G) c 2. 
Now we are about to outline the algorithm of recognizing the graph G with 
sp(G)62. In [7] an algorithm inducing the set .4t of all maximal stable sets of 
vertices of a graph for O((.M/uo steps is given. By means of that algorithm we 
construct the set 4 of G. If m = (.Ml > n2 then, as it was proved above, sp(G) > 2 
(see (1)) and in that case the recognizing algorithm ends. Now let m = IAll =S n2. 
We test each W from JU whether W satisfies the collection (*). Since 1.41 c n2 this 
procedure can be realized for O(n”) steps. If the set W satisfying (*) is found then 
sp(G) c 2, otherwise sp(G) > 2. The theorem is proved. El 
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